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The New Team Seven is a formidable squad of young ninjas who are ready
to take on the world. Led by Boruto Uzumaki, the son of the Seventh
Hokage, the team consists of some of the most talented and skilled ninja in
the Hidden Leaf Village.

With their unique abilities and unwavering determination, they are sure to
make a name for themselves and protect the village from any threat.

Meet the Team

Boruto Uzumaki - The leader of Team Seven, Boruto is a skilled ninja
with a powerful chakra. He is also the son of the Seventh Hokage,
Naruto Uzumaki.

Sarada Uchiha - A member of the Uchiha clan, Sarada is a skilled
kunoichi with a strong sense of justice. She is also the daughter of
Sasuke Uchiha.
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Mitsuki - A mysterious ninja with a unique ability to use Sage Mode,
Mitsuki is a valuable member of Team Seven. He is also the son of
Orochimaru.

Kawaki - A young ninja who was raised by Jigen, the leader of Kara.
Kawaki is a skilled fighter with a powerful chakra.

Their Abilities

Team Seven is a diverse group of ninjas with a wide range of abilities.

Boruto - Boruto is a skilled ninja with a powerful chakra. He can use a
variety of jutsu, including the Rasengan and the Chidori.

Sarada - Sarada is a skilled kunoichi with a strong sense of justice.
She can use a variety of genjutsu and taijutsu techniques.

Mitsuki - Mitsuki is a mysterious ninja with a unique ability to use Sage
Mode. He can also use a variety of ninjutsu and taijutsu techniques.

Kawaki - Kawaki is a skilled fighter with a powerful chakra. He can use
a variety of jutsu, including the Rasengan and the Chidori.

Their Mission

Team Seven's mission is to protect the Hidden Leaf Village from any threat.
They are a formidable squad of young ninjas who are ready to take on any
challenge.

Their Future

Team Seven has a bright future ahead of them. They are a talented and
skilled group of ninjas who are sure to make a name for themselves. They



are the future of the Hidden Leaf Village and they are ready to protect it
from any threat.
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Prime State of Mind: A Testament to
Mindfulness
Mindfulness is the practice of paying attention to the present moment,
without judgment. It has been shown to have many benefits,...

What We Must Do Now To Save Reproductive
Freedom
Roe v. Wade, the landmark Supreme Court case that legalized abortion
in the United States, has been overturned. This is a devastating blow to
reproductive...
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